Introduction
The a-amylase (Amy) multigene family in Drosophila pseudoobscura is located within a series of highly polymorphic inversions, or gene arrangements, on the third chromosome, which are estimated to be some two million years old (Aquadro et al. 1991) . Suppression of recombination in heterozygotes for different inversions (Dobzhansky and Epling 1948) has preserved the genomic regions contained within these gene arrangements, thus allowing a reconstruction of the recent evolutionary history of the Amy multigene family.
Under the assumption that each inversion arose only once, gene arrangements can be ordered in a phylogeny based on the breakpoints of inversions (Dobzhansky and Sturtevant 1938) . Three of them-Standard (ST), Santa Cruz (SC), and Tree Line (TL)-have central positions in the phylogeny, and each forms a separate family of arrangements, or phylad. All other arrangements are derivatives of these central inversions. Interestingly, the analysis of restriction site polymorphisms (RSPs) within all of the gene arrangements studied to date revealed a different number of Amy genes present in each phylad (Aquadro et al. 1991; PopadiC, PopadiC, and Anderson 1995; unpublished data) . All ST chromosomes and derivatives of ST, such as Arrowhead and Pikes Peak, have three copies of amylase; all SC chromosomes and SC derivatives, like Chiricahua and Cuernavaca, have two copies; and all TL chromosomes and TL derivatives, such as Olympic, Estes Park, and Hidalgo, have only one copy. This association between amylase genes and inversion families is depicted in figure 1.
It is also clear from figure 1 that the observed distribution pattern is caused by the deletion of two 1.6-kb regions (relative to ST) containing the BamHI and Sal I restriction sites that mark the Amy coding region. One deletion is located in the fragment containing Amy3 in both SC and TL, while the other deletion is found only in the Anq,2 region of the TL arrangement.
The facts that these deletions have almost the same length as the Amy genes (1.6 kb vs. 1.55 kb, respectively) and that they affect restriction sites that are in the middle of the coding region seem to be consistent with the hypothesis that additional copies never existed in the SC and TL arrangements and were inserted only in ST. Under this scenario, the observed distribution pattern reflects a history of duplication rather than deletion.
The above reasoning does not rule out an alternative scenario, suggested by Brown, Aquadro, and Anderson (1990) , who found that a probe containing Amy1 hybridized weakly to fragments from TL corresponding to the Amy2 region of ST and to fragments from both TL and SC corresponding to the Amy3 region of ST. These workers felt that the probe's affinity for these fragments might well indicate that they contain remnants of amylase genes, in which case the three-gene status would be ancestral. Under this hypothesis, gene copies would have been deleted in SC and TL. It is possible, however, that sequences flanking Amy1 in the probe, and not Amy1 itself, were responsible for the observed hybridization.
For example, repetitive elements distributed throughout the genome might be present in both the probe and the fragment.
In order to unambiguously determine which of the two hypotheses (gain vs. loss) is correct, we cloned and sequenced the relevant DNA fragments from the SC and TL gene arrangements.
We present here the results of an analysis of these DNA sequences. Our results do, in fact, allow us to infer the original copy number and to reconstruct the evolutionary history of the Amy multigene family in the central gene arrangements.
Materials and Methods

Drosophila Strains
Lines of D. pseudoobscura stocks homozygous for the third chromosome were constructed by using bal- ancer stocks (Pavlovsky and Dobzhansky 1966) . Salivary glands were dissected from third-instar larvae, 30 per line, and gene arrangements were diagnosed from squash preparations of the polytene chromosomes. Three strains were used for this study: ST, Ayala reference strain, from McDonald Ranch in northern California; SC, strain BAJA 859#3, from Baja California, Mexico; and TL, strain AH 73#2, from the Apple Hill region in northern California. We have also used strain S 204 of D. mirundu, which is the same strain that has been described previously by Hawley et al. (1990) .
Cloning Strategy
In the ST arrangement, the Amy2 and Amy3 genes are located within 3.7-and 7.1-kb EcoRVEcoRI fragments, respectively ( fig. 1 ). There is a 1.6-kb deletion in the fragments containing Amy3 in both the SC and TL arrangements, however, while another 1.6-kb deletion is present only in the Amy2 region of TL ( fig. 1 ). Thus, in SC and TL, the lengths of the Amy2 and Amy3 fragments are 2.1 and 5.5 kb, respectively. To clone the fragments containing deletions, an approach described in a previous paper (PopadiC and Anderson 1995) was utilized, except that we used different probes to increase specificity for these fragments. The first probe was the 3.7-kb EcoRVEcoRI fragment indicated in figure 1 (probe-2). The second was a smaller 1.5-kb EcoRTIPst I fragment also indicated in the figure (probe-3). Three recombinant phagemids were identified: pTL-2 (Amy2 region of TL), pTL-3 (Amy3 region of TL), and pSC-3 (Amy3 region of SC).
The duplicate amylase genes from D. mirandu were originally described by Doane et al. (1987) . The Amy2 gene is contained within a 4.5-kb EcoRUHindIII fragment (Hawley et al. 1990 ), whereas Amy3 is contained within a 3.8-kb HindIIIIEcoRI fragment.
Sequence Analysis
The methods for DNA sequencing, sequence alignments, and calculation of sequence divergences were as described previously (PopadiC and Anderson 1995) . In comparing pseudogene divergences, the number of substitutions was assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, since few substitutions were actually observed. The divergence rate used for calculations was 6.7 X 10m9 bp/site/yr, which is the rate of synonymous substitution calculated for Amy in several Drosophila species (Moriyama and Gojobori 1992).
Results and Discussion
Analysis of Cloned Sequences DNA sequences obtained from clones containing the Amy2 region of TL and the Amy3 regions of SC and TL were aligned with Amy genes from two previous studies (Brown, Aquadro, and Anderson 1990; PopadiC and Anderson 1995) . The summary of their overall sequence homology is presented in figure 2 . The SC Amy3 sequence shows homology to the SC Amy2 sequence from the beginning of the alignment in the 5' flanking region up to position -586, but a deletion begins after this point and extends for 1,620 nucleotides to position +962 (in the coding region). Thereafter, homology to SC Amy2 is again apparent. This region of shared homology continues through the rest of the coding region, ending at position + 1713 (3' flanking). Downstream from this position the SC Amy3 region differs so greatly from the SC Amy2 region that the two sequences can no longer be aligned.
As figure 2 shows, the sequence homology of TL Amy2 and TL Amy3 with SC Amy2 extends over most of the 5' flanking region, from position -750 to position -93. After this position, a deletion 1,298 nt long starts and ends at position + 1133 of the coding region. TL Amy2 and TL Amy3 share this deletion, which starts and ends at identical positions in both sequences. At position + 1134, homology with SC Amy2 starts once again. In the case of TL Amy2, this homology with SC Amy2 is shared up to the end of the region sequenced. TL Amy3, however, has homology with SC Amy2 only up to position + 1713. From this position on, the TL Amy3 sequence is homologous to SC Amy3, but not to SC Amy2. Remnants of Amy2 are thus present in TL, and remnants of Amy3 are present in both SC and in TL.
Original Copy Number
In order to understand the evolutionary history of the Amy multigene family, it is important to try to infer its original copy number, i.e., the number of Amy genes that were present in D. pseudoobscura before the divergence of the ST, SC, and TL arrangements.
We address this issue by again considering figure 2 and focusing on the region + 1546 to + 1985. All three Amy1 genes share sequence homology throughout this region. A comparable level of similarity is also found between the Amy2 genes over this region, but homology is completely lacking in this region when Amyl's are compared with Amy2's. The situation with the Amy3's follows a parallel fashion, although there is a region of shared homology between Amy3's and Amy2's (+ 1546 to + 1712). Thereafter, however, the region that is unique to the Amy3's begins and continues until the end of the sequences analyzed (+ 1713 to + 1985) . The observed pattern of sequence similarity, especially the start-and endpoints of the regions that are uniquely shared between each amylase copy, confirms our previous observations about the direction of duplications as well as the exact sizes of the regions involved (Popadic and Anderson 1995). More importantly, it strongly suggests that the original copy number was three. Under this scenario, the threecopy status was the result of two duplication events which occurred before the divergence of major inversions. First, a portion of the Amy1 region (-41 to + 1546) was duplicated to produce Amy2. A second duplication then created Amy3; it would have involved at least 2,300 nt of Amy2, spanning the entire 5' flanking region, the coding region, and a portion of the 3' flanking region ending at position + 1713.
Note that the finding of identical deletions in TL Amy2 and TL Amy3 could lead to the hypothesis that Amy3 was produced by a duplication of Amy2 (or vice versa) after a deletion had already taken place. This would imply that the three-copy status was indepen- dently achieved twice, once in the TL arrangement and once in the lineage leading to SC and ST arrangements. If such were the case, the original copy number would be two, not three. This hypothesis, however, is not consistent with the fact that the two supposedly independent duplications (one in TL and one in SC/ST) have the identical 3' endpoints, at position + 1713. The more likely explanation is that the homogenizing effect of gene conversion, whose occurence seems to be a common feature in the Amy multigene family in Drosophila (PopadiC and Anderson 1995; Shibata and Yamazaki 1995) , is responsible for identical deletion endpoints in TL Amy2 and TL Amy3.
In order to provide a definite answer to the question of the original copy number, we have included a closely related species, D. miranda, in our study. The analysis of DNA sequences revealed that remnants of Amy2 and Amy3 are also present in D. miranda. As figure 3 shows, these remnants were created by the 459-nt-long deletion in Amy2 (from -56 to +322 in the coding region) and by the 1,194-nt-long deletion in Amy3 (from +684 in the coding region to +1559 in the 3' flanking region). This finding provides evidence that a three-copy status not only predates the divergence of major inversions in D. pseudoobscura, but also predates the divergence between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda.
Pseudogenes
Although the genus Drosophila is one of the most extensively studied groups of organisms at the molecular level, only a few pseudogenes have been described ancestral copy number to date: larval cuticle protein (Snyder et al. 1982) , cecropin protein (Kylsten, Samakovilis, and Hultmark 1990) , tRNA (Sharp et al. 1981) , and Adh (Jeffs and Ashburner 199 1; Sullivan et al. 1994) . The amylase gene region of D. pseudoobscuru provides a further insight into the evolution of Drosophila pseudogenes. Elsewhere we hypothesized that Amy2 and Amy3 have been under very low functional constraint since their inception because the regions initially duplicated to produce them omitted regulatory sequences necessary for their expression (Popadic and Anderson 1995). Thus, n Based on a substitution rate of 6.7 X IO-' bplsitelyr (see Materials and
Methods). h Percentages were calculated as the number of point substitutions divided by the total number of nucleotides compared.
* These values are very low given the hypothesized rate of substitution (P C 0.001).
mutation rates similar to those typically found in other pseudogenes should also characterize these genes. Moreover, in the case of ST, somatic transformation experiments have demonstrated that neither of these genes is normally expressed (Hawley et al. 1990 ). Certainly, ST Amy3-4 is nonfunctional since a nonsense mutation is present in its coding region (Brown, Aquadro, and Anderson 1990 Three other genes (SC AmyS-Jt, TL AmyZ-$, and TL Amy3-+) are certainly nonfunctional since they have large deletions in their coding regions.
To further investigate the evolution of the Amy pseudogenes, we did a preliminary analysis of sequence divergence between the Amy2's and Amy3's from the ST, SC, and TL arrangements (table 1) . These copies are identical in the SC arrangement, while their level of divergence is 0.47% and 1.3% in ST and TL, respectively. In order to interpret these results, we also calculated the expected levels of divergence. The divergence time was estimated to be at least two million years, because the three-copy status of this gene family predates the split between D. pseudoobscura and D. miranda (Aquadro et al. 1991) . Since the rate for pseudogenes is not available at present, we used the rate for synonymous substitutions in amylase instead (Moriyama and Gojobori 1992) .
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As a consequence, our estimates are on the conservative side, because the pseudogene rate would almost certainly be higher than the synonymous rate we applied. As indicated in table 1, comparisons between observed and expected numbers of substitutions revealed a retardation of pseudogene sequence evolution in the SC and ST arrangements.
In contrast, rates of substitution in the TL pseudogenes do not depart from expectation. Previously, we have shown that duplicated amylase sequences in the same two arrangements (SC and ST) are being homogenized by gene conversion (PopadiC and Anderson 1995) . On the basis of that finding, gene conversion is most likely responsible for slowing down the divergence of SC Amy3-$ and ST AmyS-+ sequences.
Because pseudogenes are devoid of function, their pattern of nucleotide substitution is expected to reflect the pattern of spontaneous point mutations. In theory, this property would make pseudogenes ideal models to study neutral evolution at the molecular level (Li and Graur 1991) . And yet, of the four Amy pseudogenes, only two (TL Amy2 and TL Amy3) seem to behave as bona tide pseudogenes.
In the other two, SC AmyS-$ and ST Amy3-+, sequence evolution most likely has been retarded by the homogenization effect of gene conversion. It is interesting that the Ad/z-$, the only other Drosophila pseudogene studied so far, also shows a slowdown in its sequence divergence as well as retention of codon bias (Jeffs and Ashburner 1991; Sullivan et al. 1994) . Together, these results suggest that caution should be exercised when using pseudogenes to study the pattern of nucleotide substitution.
Evolutionary
History of the Amy Multigene Family in the Central Gene Arrangements
In the previous sections, we discussed the original copy number, the direction of duplications, and size of the duplicated regions. Also, we showed that the threecopy status actually predates the divergence between D. psrudonhscura and D. mirundu. This information, in turn, enables us to link the evolution of the Amy multigene family with the evolution of the central gene arrangements of D. pseudoobscum ( fig. 4) . As a first step, it is necessary to address the issue of the ancestral inversion. By applying a test of competing hypotheses, we have concluded that either SC or TL is the ancestral type, although the current evidence provides greater support for SC (PopadiC and Anderson 1994) . To be conservative, both SC and TL are shown as possible ancestral arrangements in figure 4 , connected by a double-headed arrow and one inversion event. Note that regardless of which one is actually the ancestor, both SC and TL originally had all three Amy genes. Then, in the TL lineage, two deletions occurred independently, one in Amy2 and the other in Amy3. Following the deletion events, 10 inversions diverged independently from the TL arrangement, giving rise to the TL phylad. On the other hand, the first inversion that originated from SC was Hypothetical (HY). Note that although HY has never been found in nature, we can still infer that it contained all three copies, because ST (which still has three copies) diverged from HY. Meanwhile, in the SC lineage there was a deletion in Amy3, followed by five independent inversions that gave rise to the SC phylad. Also, five arrangements diverged from ST, creating the ST phylad in turn. The characteristic distribution pattern of Amy genes within the three phylads (three, two, and one copy in the ST, SC, and TL arrangements and its derivatives, respectively) is a consequence of the deletion and inversion events proposed above.
Looking at figure 4, it is easy to recognize the intertwined nature of the relationship between the evolution of the Amy multigene family and the inversion phylogeny. Thus, one can make specific predictions about the particular Amy genes on the basis of the phylogenetic relationships of the gene arrangements from which these genes were isolated. For example, sequences of Amy genes from the TL phylad (like Olympic and Hidalgo Amyl's) should be more similar to each other than they are to any copy from the other two phylads (like SC or ST Amyl's). This prediction can then be compared with the results from the actual sequence data. Knowledge about the inversion phylogeny provides a null hypothesis, so to speak, which can be tested empirically. This feature makes the Amy multigene family an excellent model system for studying the processes and mechanisms that affect the evolution of a gene family.
Sequence Availability
The original sequences reported here have been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers U4843 l-3 and U5 1236-7.
